SECA Anniversary Networking Event – 11 January 2020

Climate Education Sub-Group Report Back
Carrie has had a lot of requests to present climate change education across
the region. She’s seen a lot of success with recycling but we need to get
people to move beyond to bigger systemic change.
Can we create tools for action or roadshow on climate that can be rolled out
across Parish Councils? Target all generations from youth to elderly, inspire
with solutions and encourage empathy? Goal to inform, inspire, bring hope
and guidance.
We have two stories/ two paths—which are we going to choose? Doom and
Gloom or imagine a better more vibrant, sustainable future? Let us help
others create a positive narrative and create solutions.
BRAINSTORM
• Working on self knowledge
• Wisdom of youth, project-orientated learning
• Pull not push
• Agile Learning (tools, non- hierarchical), self- learning
• Creativity—use the Arts to create an emotional reaction. Also theatre,
music, dance and creative writing to expand learning across cultural
boundaries
• Brownies/ Beavers/Scouts/ D of E
• Finish the Story- publish climate story book without ending—get kids to
finish the story. Class lessons, workshop, contest and awards for
participants.
• Climate Justice in Schools—Connect to schools on frontline of Climate
• Kids presenting to Kids
• 10/12 point plan similar to AA
• Engaging teenagers through curriculum/camps
• Mind the Gap—gap year involvement for teens
• Intergenerational Work-talks together
• Daily/ Weekly Action Plan (action for Happiness)
• Schools to declare a Climate Emergency
• Simulation games (Donna Meadows)
• Regen Culture-library of skills, nappies, etc.
• 8 acts of resilience.
• What are the bigger things? What do they look like? What are you
passionate about?
• Mapping exercise of other organisations in the area. Where can we link and
refer.
Existing Projects/Groups
Innovation Project
Carbon Conversation
Ladybird book on Climate Change
Conservative Environmental Network
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Moving Sounds
Workshop at the end of the World
Aqua Animation
Teach the Future: https://www.teachthefuture.uk/
(26TH FEB Teach the Future day in Parliament—students putting forward
first climate bill)

